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요 약  

 
Recovering high-resolution picture of old video recording will improve experience of watching old 

videos on modern HD capable devices. Converting video to higher pixel rate will not give desired results. 

Therefore accurate enhancement of color information gives better result of mapping individual pixel to higher 

resolution without losing contrast of image. Our Proposed algorithm is based on sparse representation of set of 

low-resolution images. We show effectiveness of proposed algorithm and image quality improvement after 

altering color information of images by analyzing moving objects and scene. 

 

 

Ⅰ. 서 론  

In this paper we propose a method to convert old 

low-resolution video recordings to higher resolution.  

Conversion to higher pixel density does not produce 

more information it is simple discretizing of low-

resolution image. In such case color, contrast, and 

shape information will remain same if not reveal new 

undesirable artifacts. However accurate enhancement of 

color, contrast, and shapes information will give 

naturally looking picture. This Proposed algorithm can 

improve overall image quality by analyzing set of 

similar video frames. Our algorithm is based on 

Compressive Sensing (CS) [1] and was tested on old 

hockey recording of 1987 Canada Cup an International 

Ice Hockey Tournament.  

Compressive Sensing is a signal processing 

technique which utilizes sparsity of a signal. Through 

optimization a signal can be recovered given that it 

has sparse representation in some domain [2].  

The paper organized as follows. In Section II we 

describe our mathematical model. In Section III we 

present experimental results, applications and 

conclusion of our work. 

Ⅱ. 본론  

As illustrated in Fig. 1, first low quality video 

(360x480 pixel) is fragmented into series of frames 

each individual frames are converted into 1080x1920 

pixels format. Then frames are segmented into squares 

of 90x96 pixels which used as an input to the 

algorithm. First video split into independent frames, we 

extract edge information from each frame to separate 

object from background and analyze moving objects in 

the scene Fig. 2. Next proposed algorithm run to 

correct color information by analyzing related pixels 

from different frames. Algorithm performs correction in 

2 steps for object (hockey player) and background 

independently using two specifically designed 

dictionaries. 

Mathematically we can formulate our problem as 

combination of linear equations 

 

y Ax=                     (1) 

 

where y  is an original low-resolution image, A  is a 

over complete dictionary, x Fs=  is a high-resolution 

image, F  is a projection matrix between different 

frames, s  is a sparse vector. Estimate of x  can be 

found by using compressive sensing algorithms. That 

is color information for high-resolution image can be 

recovered from linear combination of columns of 

matrix A  with each column representing features 

from similar images.  
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Fig 1.Scheme for CS algorithm 

Ⅲ. 결론  

In our experiment we used old video recordings of 

ice hockey tournament, total video duration is about 2 

hours. We did remove all irrelevant frames and chose 

150,000 frames of actual game. Further each frame 

was cut into 90x96 square images.  

In Fig. 2, show results of our algorithm.  Sobel edge 

detection was used to find edge information in original 

images. Edge information were used to accurately 

extract color information. Then color features used as 

a columns of matrix A . In the output it’ s visible that 

color information is improved and overall image 

perception is much better. 

This paper presents new algorithm based on sparse 

representation to improve image resolution of old 

videos by enhancing color information. Experimental 

results demonstrate that image was significantly 

improved and modification of color information 

produced overall enhancement of image which can be 

enough to watch such picture in new HD format. In 

the future we would like to focus on developing more 

accurate projection operator which will help increase 

accuracy of mapping color information through 

different frames.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2. Image of enhancement process. From top to 

bottom: a) original images of hockey player. b) 

detection of edge c) overlapping edge on original 

image d)high resolution image after enhancement step. 

The color of object and background was modified 

using Sparse representation algorithm. 
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